
Finito – Shift Book Software for Industry

Finito provides you with a standardized method of recording and 
documenting information from daily shift operations and passing it on 
to the following shift. Input is accelerated by the use of text modules, 
automatic recording of measured values (Watchdog), and the electro-
nic signature. The shift report serves as a record of shift handover.

All entries are stored revision-safe in a central database at the end 
of the shift. Any changes after shift handover are documented and 
recorded in the shift report.

Basic functions

Advantages of Finito for your company
Reducing search time by 90% when searching and evaluating 
shift information throughout the company by means of centralized 
data keeping without media disruption  

Reducing unscheduled failures by means of identification and 
processing of systematic errors (preventive maintenance)  

Saving time when compiling and forwarding information to 
superior company areas by means of automatic information  
transfer and compaction for all hierarchical levels of a company 
  

Optimizing production processes, work flows and safety  
measures   

Saving time when preparing meetings of production management 
by means of realtime and simultaneuous distribution of all relevant 
information 

Continuous improvement process by means of  Manufacturing 
Scorecard process oriented coefficients at the push of a button 
  

Task and department related authorization concept

Individual shift plan with flexible shift plan administration

Compiling manual shift book entries 

Allocation and categorization of information 

Definable text modules for quick acquisition 

File attachments (e.g. pictures), completing shift information

Revision safe storage of all data   

Search function with export option (Excel- or PDF format)  

Visualization of events and information 

Range of functions

Finito Digital Shift Book - a cross-factory, cross-company shift book solution. Shift book entries are made directly at the machine or 
employee‘s PC, but the entries are then brought together in a central database so that you have a factory-wide or company-wide shift book 
without any additional effort.

This is then kept revision-safe and IT-safe. At the same time, Finito functions as a kind of „knowledge database“. That means you can 
research earlier entries and evaluate and report specific information.

Finito as a web application
As a web application, Finito is operated via a modern browser 
program (e. g. Internet Explorer or Mozilla Firefox). Installation 
on a computer or notebook is not required. Finito can therefore 
also be used as a web app with mobile devices such as smart-
phones or tablet PCs.

The actual application is installed on a web server in the com-
pany or made available from an external data center (in the 
cloud) as software as a service (SaaS).



Standard Extension Modules
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Finito Digital Shift Book is a standard software from New 
Solutions GmbH, the specialist for process-based software 
solutions. Using the latest development methods and tools 
for quality assurance, we produce software of higher than 
average quality.

As a web solution, Finito supports all stationary and mobile 
devices and is available via standard browsers.

Thanks to the modular structure and software architecture 
of the standard Finito software, you can realize individual 
extensions or adjustments by using additional modules or 
plug-ins. The program offers wide-ranging configuration 
options and an administration interface that allows you to 
adjust many settings yourself.

Further requirements, such as additional recording fields 
or special reports at the push of a button, can be easily 
integrated into the application. 

 

Further information at: www.shiftbook.com

Information transfer module 
Information platform for all corporate levels  

Instruction and task module  
Administration of instructions and tasks

Search Module  
Searching and evaluating shift information 

Header and checklist module   
Data fields for manual entries and process data  

Subscription module 
Automatic report dispatch

Signature module  
Shift transfer with electronic signature

WatchDog module  
Monitoring process data 

SharePoint integration 
Integration of lists and reports in der Microsoft 
SharePoint Server 2010, SharePoint 2013

Managment dashboard  
Realtime data indicators for the Management

Interfaces to realime databases 
Access to realitime databases with interfaces to the 
PI System from OSIsoft or IP21 from Aspentech
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Interface to SAP® PM 
Transfer of maintenance notification to SAP® PM

Interface to SAP® PM
While all types of shift events (both technical and „soft“) 
can be documented in the Finito software, error messages 
which are relevant to maintenance can be earmarked for 
transfer to the technical shift book in SAP PM. Similarly, 
Finito imports the log files from SAP PM. This eliminates 
the need for time-consuming double data input.

Thanks to a sophisticated authorization concept, access 
to the digital shift book is security restricted. Allocation of 
rights is based on the existing organizational structure and 
is possible down to individual employee level.

Build and use know-how
Since the Finito program stores all information and events 
from shift operation, cross-shift, cross-factory, and cross-
location evaluations are possible at the push of a button. 
You can put these together to make all types of group 
reports and send them automatically to the respective 
recipient - even on the go.

In the case of recurring events, you can research indivi-
dual incidents in detail and re-apply solutions that have 
already been found. Evaluations of quality-relevant ano-
malies can be incorporated into quality management and 
serve as input for the continuous improvement process.

ISO/IEC 27001 certification
New Solutions is certified according to the internationally 
recognized standard governing information security ISO/
IEC 27001:2013.

For you, this means a guarantee of the highest security 
standards with regard to the confidentiality, integrity, and 
availability of your data and systems - tested regularly by 
security experts from TÜV Rheinland. The security of our 
customers‘ data and systems is an integral part of all our 
business processes.


